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 Providing the maximum in frontal vehicle protection for 
the Ford Territory is the ECB Big Tube Bar. The Ford 

Territory Big Tube Bar is manufactured from high 
tensile, structural grade alloys and features fully 

gusseted 63mm headlight tubes. The tapered 
one-piece bumper incorporates a full width, 
braced Lower Protection Skirt while a 
specifically designed steel mounting system 
ensures a neat and sturdy fitment without 

compromising strength or asthetics. 
Standard features  include Indicator/Park Light 

Combinations, Air 
Directional Cooling 

Vents, Driving Light mounting points 
and an Aerial Bracket. All ECB 
products are air bag compliant, ADR 
compliant and are covered by the 
exclusive ECB Lifetime Guarantee, 
for total peace of mind. 

Whether you’re battling the bitumen or the bush, 
ECB has a range of quality protection equipment for 
the Ford Territory that is sure to suit your needs.  

When it comes to protecting your vehicle, it’s worth 
remembering that quality really counts. Genuine 
ECB products are manufactured from high tensile, 
structural grades of aluminium ensuring maximum 
performance, strength and protection. 

From the sporty 76mm Nudge Bars through to the 
unmatched strength and reliability of an ECB Big 
Tube Bar, ECB has a complete range of frontal 
protection bars and accessories that are styled to 
perfectly complement your Territory. Each ECB bar 
is built to rigorous standards, ensuring they are 
strong enough to withstand almost anything the 
urban jungle or nature can dish out.   

Not only do ECB protection bars meet Australian 
design rules, each one is also covered by ECB’s 
exclusive lifetime warranty for complete peace of 
mind.  

What ever your requirements are, you can rely on 
ECB products for a distinctive individual style, true 
performance and great value for money.  
 

When style, strength and quality are what you are 
looking for, Insist on genuine ECB products.

Manufactured from high tensile alloys with a 63mm centre 
tube, the Type 8 Bar provides optimum frontal protection for 
the bumper, grille, headlights and the delicate intercooler 
while a steel mounting sytem ensures a strong fitment.  

Driving light mounting provisions are standard inclusions.

Great sports styling, bumper and grille protection are just a few 
of the features of this modern and functional 63mm Series 
2 Nudge Bar.  Formed from high tensile alloy tubing and 
with a lower centre tube the 63mm Series 2 Nudge Bar 
provides excellent frontal protection for both the body 
work and the delicate radiator. Built using only structual 
grade alloys ECB Nudge Bars are stronger than other 
alloy products while remaining much lighter than steel 
Nudge Bars, the best of both 

worlds. All ECB products are 
air bag compliant, ADR 

compliant and are covered by the 
exclusive ECB Lifetime Guarantee, 
for total peace of mind. Spotlight 
mounting provisions together with a 
choice of finishes are standard 
inclusons.

Impact protection is just one of the benefits of this eye-catching 
Nudge Bar. Designed and manufactured in Australia to suit 

our harsh Australian conditions, this industry best 76mm 
x 4.7mm Nudge Bar is formed from high tensile alloy 

tubing and will never corrode or rust. ECB only uses 
structual grade alloys ensuring 
incredible strength while 
keeping weight  to a 
minimum. This makes ECB 

Nudge Bars far stronger than 
lower quality alloy bars while 

remaining much lighter than steel 
bars, the best of both worlds. All ECB 
products are air bag compliant, ADR 
compliant and are covered by the 
exclusive ECB Lifetime Guarantee, for total 
peace of mind. Choose from polished or 
powdercoated alloy finishes.
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